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This is the European Community
SOME COMPARISONS
rFt
I-ft. European Community covers an area one-sixth
the size of the United States. Within it live 4(r rnillion
more people than in the United States. The Com-
munity members' combined gross national product
(cNr,) is one-third smaller than that of the United
States. The Community is the world's largest pro-
ducer of cars and a leading producer of farrn goods.
It is the world's largest trader and the major buyer of
imports from developing countries. It is one of the
world's most generous donors of foreign aid.
More than 90 countries have accredited diplomatic
representatives to the Community. It has negotiated
trade or association agreements with more than 50
countries in Europe and elsewhere.
The Community is not a "superpower," but its
economic strength gives it a voice in world affairs.
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s()(,RcEs: Thc sourcc of all figurcs in this publication is thc Statistic:rl Officc
of thc Europcan Comrnunities, unlcss otherlvisc notccl. Thc source of forcign
aid figurcs is thc ()rglnizrtion frrr Economic Coopcrirtion rnd Devclopment.
Thc sonrcc of thc abovc US tradc figurcs is thc US l)cpartmcnt of Commcrcc.
WHAT?
The European Cornmunity is uniting the economies
of nine nations:
Belgium Denmark
Germany Ireland
Luxembourg Netherlands
France
Italy
United Kingdom.
The Community's six founding members-Bel-
gium, France, Germany ,ltaly, Luxembourg, and the
Netherlands-have established a customs union
which the new members are now completing (pages
6-8).The "Nine" are laying the foundations of full
economic and monetary union (p"g" la). They have
agreed to form a European union by 1980 (page 25).
Legally there are three European Communities,
but they share the same institutions (page a). The
three Communities are:
o The European Coal and Steel Community (Ecsc),
created by the Paris Treaty of April 18, 1951. It paved
the way for further economic unity by joining the
coal and steel industries in a single "common
market."
e The European Economic Community (Erc), cre-
ated by the Rome Treaty of March 25, 1957 . On
|anuary l, 1958, the Erc began to remove trade and
economic barriers between its member countries and
unify their economic policies.
o The European Atomic Energy Community (Eur-
atom), created by a second Rome Treaty of March 25,
1957. Euratom promotes peaceful uses of nuclear
enelgy.
WHY?
o To put an end to national prejudice, discrimina-
tion, and armed conflict which had culminated in
two world wars.
o To open up the economic frontiers which divided
Western Europe into small, protected markets.
o To harness the constructive energies of the Euro-
pean peoples to improve the quality of life.
o To make the Community a single economic area,
promoting social and technological progress and the
efficient use of resources in both agriculture and
industry.
o To recover together some of the world influence
that Western Europe's separate nations can no longer
command alone.
o To become a strong force for peace and a generous
provider of aid to the world's poorer nations.
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o To contribute to world stability and the beginnings
of international law and order.
HOW?
The Community differs from traditional interna-
tional organrzations in that it provides for an "ever
closer union" of unlimited duration between member
states. Its permanent institutions not only apply and
administer the treaties, which are the Cornmunity's
"Constitution," but also engage in a continuous
process of legislation, making and revising policy as
the integration process advances.
WHEN?
1945-50. For centuries, philosophers and statesmen
advocated the union of European nations. The post-
war movement toward unity arose from the suffering
and devastation of World War II. Europeans were
determined to prevent another conflict on the Conti-
nent. A way had to be found to end the animosities
between France and Germany which had caused
three wars in less than a century. Occupation or de-
feat had taught the Community's six founding mem-
bers the dangers of unlimited national sovereignty.
Despite US aid, Europe's recovery lagged. Choked
by narrow national boundaries, export-oriented Euro-
pean industry could not grow strong fast enough to
cornpete with US companies, manufacturing for the
vast US market and the world.
The Marshall Plan, which began in 1948, gave
Europe the first glimmer of hope that the dream of
unity might be realized. Massive US aid helped the
European nations rebuild their war-torn economies.
Moreover, the Organization for European Economic
Cooperation (ornc), born as a result of the Marshall
Plan, enabled these nations to administer the US aid
collectively. It was a first step toward economic unity
in Europe.
But the oEEC was an international organization of
limited scope. It suffered the flaw of all such bodies
-the rule of unanimity. This meant that decisions(lacking majority vote| frequently were taken at the
level of the lowest common denominator.
Thus, the European Coal and Steel Community
(rcsc), Europe's first twentieth century attempt to
pool economic resources under federal type institu-
tions, was launched on May 9,lgSO.Inspired by the
ideas of |ean Monnet, the person responsible for the
French national economic plan, and proposed by
French Foreign Minister Robert schuman, it was de-
signed to lay the foundations of a,,European federa-
tion" and unite France and Germany in a common
endeavor. Pooling coal and steel resources in a large
rnarket under a cornmon authority would create the
de facto solidarity "indispensable to the preservation
of peace." Belgium, Germany, Italy, Luxembourg,
and the Netherlands accepted the French invitation.
On April 18, 1951, the Ecsc Treaty was signed in
Paris.
In the United States, the ECSc was widely hailed
as the first step toward a European federation on the
American model. In August 1952, Ambassador David
K. E. Bruce became the special American Representa-
tive to the rcsc and the first diplomat to be accredited
to the High Authority, the ECSC,s Executive Branch,
in Luxembourg.
1950'58. similar efforts during the Fifties to form de-
fense and political communities (page 25 ), based on
the rcsc's structure, failed, but the Ecsc succeeded.
The Six decided to apply the same approach to the
entire European economy. A fune l-2,lgSS, con-
ference in Messina,Italy,produced plans for two
new communities, the European Economic Com-
munity {rEc) and the European Atomic Energy Com_
munity (Euratom|.
The Ecsc had shown the advantages of a large
market where goods could move as freely between
Rome and Luxembourg as between New york and
San Francisco. The EEc would extend this arrange-
ment to all goods and agricultural products. within
Euratom, the "Six" would do joint research into a
new source of fuel and develop a common industrial
base for the peaceful use of nuclear energy. Further
"concrete achievements,, would lead the Six toward
the "ever closer union among the European peoples,,
mentioned in the Erc Treaty,s preamble.
The united states played no direct role in negotia-
tions for the new treaties but, as a show of support
in February 1957, offered to sell nuclear fuel to
Euratom and give technical assistance.
1958-73. The Common Market was to be created in
stages over 12 years. By |uly I, 1968, l8 months ahead
of the fieaty timetable, the Community had achieved
free trade in industrial goods and most farm products.
The Six had eliminated tariffs on intra-Community
trade and had established a common tariff on im-
ports from non-member countries. The policies that
had not been completed when the transition period
ended on December 31, 1969, are still being forged.
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signing of the Trcatie,s creating, the European Econontic cotn-
tnttnity and the European Atomic Energy community, Ronte,
March 25,1957. The Community's six founding members
pledged to achieve "ever closer union among the European
peoples."
During its emergence as an economic power, the
community demonstrated openness toward the out-
side world, signing trade and aid agreements with
nrany developing countries (pagesg,24) and cutting
tariffs within the General Agreement on Tariffr rtrd
Trade (cerr). In the Kennedy round of cerr talks
which ended on May lS,1967, industrial tariffs were
reduced by an average of 35-40 per cent. In these ne-
gotiations, the Community,,spoke with a single
voice," as it had in the 1960-61Dillon Round.
In addition to its economic accomplishments, the
Community has brought about a new relationship
between countries, extending into fields not specifi-
cally covered by the treaties. Thus, at their,,Summit,,
meeting, in The Hague on December l-L, 1969, the
six heads of state and government agreed to move
from customs union to full economic and monetary
union. They reaffirmed their commitment to a
united Europe and began political consultations that
would lead to frequent Summit meetings and com-
mon foreign policy stands (p"ge 25). They also agreed
to open membership negotiations with the United
Kingdom, Ireland, Denmark, and Norway.
On |anuary 22,1972, the l0 nations signed the
Treaty of Accession which gave the Communiry
three new members on fanu ary l,lg7}. Norway,s
voters rejected the terms of membership in a
referendum.
The Six, together with the four candidates for
membership, next met at the Summit in paris on
October 19-20,1972, to pledge their determination to
continue progress while adjusting to new members.
The "Ten" recognized new international duties
added by size and said they would make ,,an original
contribution commensurate with [their] human, in-
tellectual, and material resources.,, They called for a
voice in world affairs and offered their cooperation
in the 1973 round of cerr negotiations and the
monetary reform talks within the International
Monetary Fund (rrvrr).
The Copenhagen Summit of December l4-li,l9l\,
focused on the need for a European identity in inter-
national relations, the energy crisis, and the backlog
of Community work that had accurnulated during
the first year of expanded membership.
Institutions
The Community's institutions and decision-making
process distinguish it from traditional international
organlzations. The institutions have legal status and
extensive powers in fields covered by common poli-
cies. The institutions are the motor of the integration
process leading toward a federal system.
The Community has a dual executive:
o The Commission proposes and supervises the exe-
cution of laws and policies.
o The Council of Ministers enacts laws and pro-
grams/ based on Commission proposals.
The other main Community institutions are: the
European Parliament, the Court of |ustice, the Com-
mittee of Permanent Representatives, and the Eco-
nomic and Social Committee. Many specialized com-
mittees assist the Commission and the Council.
Before |uly 1, 1967, each Community had its own
executive institutions. (The ECSC's Commission was
called the "High Authorrty."l Since that date, a single
Commission and a single Council have governed
Community policy. The merger enabled policy co-
ordination in sectors, such as energy, covered by all
three treaties (page l9).
COMMISSION
The Commission is a collegiate body of 13 members
(two each from France, Italy, Germany, and the
United Kingdom and one each from Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Belgiunt, Denmark, and Ireland). The
national governments appoint members for four-year
renewable terms, with the President and four Vice
Presidents holding office for two-year renewable
terms. Although appointed by member states, the
Commission must act independently of them, con-
sidering the interests of the Community as a whole
rather than of any of its individual members.
The Commission's duties are
o to present the Council of Ministers with policy
proposals
o to supervise the execution of the treaties and call
member countries and companies to account if they
fail to observe them
o to administer the operation of the Community
o to act as conciliator of national viewpoints at
Council meetings to secure acceptance of measures
in the Community's interest.
Each member of the Commission is responsible for
one or more Community activity. The Commission's
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administrative organization consists of departments
called "directorates general." The directorates general
prepare proposals for the Commission and may con-
sult experts from national governments or trade,
management, agricultural, and labor pressure groups-
A collegiate body, the Commission is responsible
as a group for its acts. It makes decisions by a simple
maf ority vote of its members.
COUNCIL OF MINISTERS
The Council of Ministers is the Community's main
decision-making body. It consists of one minister
from each member country and represents the na-
tional viewpoint in the legislative process. Ministers
with various responsibilities attend Council meet-
ings, depending on the topics under discussion. The
Council presidency rotates every six months between
member countries in the following order: Belgium,
Denmark, Germany, France, Irelan d,Italy, Luxem-
bourg, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom.
A permanent Secretariat and the Committee of
Permanent Representatives help the Council prepare
for meetings. The Council generally meets three or
four times monthly.
The Council can make rnost decisions by a simple
or "weighted maiority" vote but usually tries to
achieve unanimity. Some decisions, such as on the
acceptance of a new metnber, must be made by
unanimous vote. In a weighted maiority vote, Cer-
firany, France, Britain, and Italy each have 10 votes;
Belgium and the Netherlands, five votes each, and
Denmark, Belgium, and Luxembourg, two votes
each. Forty-one votes/ cast by at least six members,
are needed for a majority. Thus, the large countries,
voting en bloc, cannot dorninate the smaller nations
on any issue.
All Council decisions must be based on Commis-
sion proposals which can be amended only by 
"unanimous Council vote.
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT
The European Parliament consists of 198 members
appointed from and by the national legislatures (36
members each from France, Germany,Italy, and the
United Kingdom ; 14 each from Belgium and the
Netherlands; l0 each from Ireland and Denmark, and
six from Luxembourg. This procedure is similar to
the method of appointing members of the US Senate
before the passage of the Seventeenth Amendment.
Parliament seeks to have its members populatlyelected.
European Commission
DEMOCRATIC CONTROT
European Parliament
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Council of Ministers
:
IUDTCIAL CONTROT,
The Parliallteltt calt ousr thc Cornmission by a vote
of censure altcl has limited, brit gradually increasing,
budgetary powcrs. It is still mainly a consultative
bocly, passing olt most Comrnunity legislation. Nu-
rnerous specialized corurnittees meet to prepare for
parlianrelltary clebates and to write opinions on laws
ntrder considcration. A censnre rnotion has been
introduced only once, in Dcccmber 1972, but it was
withdrawn bccause a llcw Commission took office
irr |antrary 1973.
COURT OF ITJSTICE
The Court of |ustice, the Cornrnunity's "supreme
Court," consists of onc jridge from each member
state. The Court's decisions are final and cannot be
appealccl in national courts. The Court ensures the
observance of law ancl justicc in the interpretation
and application of the treaties and laws passed to
execute them. The Court ruay give judgment on ap-
peals brought by a member state, the Council, the
Commission, or any person or cornpany affected by
a Corrmunity dccision. Four advocates general help
the Court reach decisions. |udges are appointed by
the inernber states for terms of six vears.
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THE EUROPEAN COMMUNITY INSTITUTIONS
EXECUTIVE ACTION
PERMANENT REPRESENTATIVES COMMITTEE
The Cornrnittee of Perrnanent Representatives con-
sists of the nine rnember countries' arnbassadors to
the Cornmunities. The Cornrnittee does the ground-
work for Council meetings by reviewing Cornmission
proposals and indicating areas of agreement among
national viewpoints.
ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COMMITTEE
The Economic and Social Cornmittee consists of 144
rnenrbers (Gennany, France ,Italy, and the United
Kingdom ,24 mentbers each ; 12 each from Belgium
and the Netherlands; nine each frorn Denrnark and
Ireland, and six frorn Luxembourg). Committee rnem-
bers are selected from labor, management, agricul-
tural, consumer, and family organizations. The Com-
mission and the Council must consult the comrnittee
on most rnajor policy proposals. Although the coilr-
rnittee has no powers of decision, it does influence
policy-making. It is one of the Comrnunity's main
points of contact with the public in the decision-
nraking process.
A similar "Consultative Cornmittee" advises the
Council and the Commission on ECSC affairs.
WORKING METHODS
Community Law
The Ecsc, EEC, and Euratom Treaties are the Com-
munity's "Constitution." They provide a policy
framework and empower the Comrnission and the
Council of Ministers to pass laws to carry out Com-
nunity policies. The Community uses three types
of legal instruments:
. Regulations bind the member states directly and
have the same strength as national laws.
o l)irectives also bind the member states but allow
them to choose the rneans of execution.
o Decisions, addressed to a government/ an enter-
prise, or an individual, bind the parties named.
The Commission and the Council also render non-
binding recommendations and opinions.
The pEc Treaty's Article 235 outlines a procedure
for action in areas unforeseen by the drafters of the
three treaties. This article allows the Community to
act as new situations arise.
National courts must enforce Community law.
Disputes about interpretation of Cornrnunity law go
to the Court of fustice. National courts retain juris-
Court of fustice
diction over criminal cases. A convention which
came into force in February I973 ensures that civil
and commercial iudgments affecting parties in more
than one member state can be enforced in any of
them without review by a court in the country where
the complying pafiy is located.
Community Budget
The Community spends almost UA 6 billion ayearl
three-quarters of it on agricultural price supports and
farm modernization (pag"9). The remainder pays
administrative costs and finances other common poli-
cies and joint research projects (pages 18).
Until |anuary I,I97I, Community activities were
financed by contributions from the member states
and a tax on coal and steel production. A new sys-
tem to give the Community its own revenue is gradu-
ally being introduced, to be completed by the end of
1977 by the Six and by the end of 1979 by the three
new members. Revenue will come from levies on
agricultural imports, customs duties, and up to 1 per
cent of the turnover tax assessment basis (page 1t).
Community Civil Service
More than 9,000 people work for the Community.
"Eurocrats," recruited by competitive examination,
must have a working knowledge of one Community
language besides their own. There are six official
languages: English, Danish, French, German, Italian,
and Dutch. English, French, and German are the
rnain working languages.
The Community operates six "European Schools"
for the children of its civil servants. Their curriculum
is designed to prepare students for life in a multina-
tional Community. Each child studies his mother
tongue and a second Community language. The na-
tional bias has been removed from subjects such as
history. A diploma from a European School admits
the graduate to universities in any Community coun-
try, Switzerland, and to many universities in the
United States.
No final decision has been rnade on the Commu-
nity's permanent headquarters. The Commission's
administrative center is Brussels but its statistical of-
fice, financial services, docurnent sales office, and the
Court of |ustice are in Luxembourg. The Council of
Ministers meets in Brussels, except in April, |une,
and October when it meets in Luxembourg; its Secre-
tariatis in Brussels. The European Parliament meets
in Strasbourg, France, and in Luxembourg, the site of
its Secretariat. The Economic and Social Committee
meets in Brussels.
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Customs Union and
Commercial Polisy
Europeans from Alexis de Toqueville on, impressed
with US prosperity, have attributed it partly to the
size of the domestic market and free trade between
the states. The large US market served as a model for
the Community's most characteristic feature, the cus-
toms union for industrial trade. The common agri-
cultural policy (pages 9- l0) covers trade in farm prod-
ucts.
The customs union entails
o the removal of customs duties and other barriers to
free trade between member countries
o the replacement of national tariffs with a single
common tariff on imports from non-member coun-
tries and the development of a common commercial
policy toward them
e the harrnonization of customs rules and enforce-
ment procedures so that duties will be assessed in the
same way.
The Common Market goes beyond a mere customs
union. It includes free rxovernent of labor and capital
and freedom to offer services anywhere in the Com-
munity (page 10). Its members have common policies
in every field afiecting the economy. The "Nine"
plan to achieve full economic and monetary union,
possibly including a common currency (page l4)'
TARIFFS AND QUOTAS
The Community's founding members removed the
last quota restric,tion on trade between them on De-
cernber 31, 1961r They introduced the common cus-
toms tariff on imports from non-member countries
in three stages which ended on fuly 1,1968.
The common customs tariff level was reduced in
the Dillon and Kennedy Rounds of negotiations
within the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade
{cerr}. Since the last Kennedy Round tariff cut, on
lanuary l,1972, the Community has had one of the
world's lowest tarifi schedules. Its industrial tariffs
average 6 per cent, cornpared with the US average of
7.1 per cent. Only 13.1 per cent of EC tariffs on in-
dustrial goods exceed l0 per cent and2.4 per cent
exceed 15 per cent. For comparison, 38.3 per cent of
US industrial tariffs exceed 10 per cent and23.7 per
cent exceed 15 per cent.
Britain, Ireland, and Denmark are gradually being
assimilated into the Community's customs union.
Industrial tariffs between new and old member states
will be removed in five cuts of 20 per cent each. The
first reduction was made on April 1,1973. The last
is scheduled for |uly l, 1977.Import and export
quotas on intra-Community trade (except for a few
"sensitive" products) were removed on )anuary l,
1973. Measures equivalent to quantitative restric-
tions are to be removed by |anuary l,1975. Agricul-
tural alignment, a six-stage process, is scheduled for
completion by December 31, 1977 .
The new members take on the common customs
tariff toward third countries in four steps. They made
a 40 per cent alignment on |anuary I,1974, and are
scheduled for three more alignments, of 20 per cent
each, on |anuary l,1975, on |anuarf l,1976, and on
]uly l, 1977. The assimilation of Britain, Ireland, and
Denmark into the Community customs union will
lower many tariffs for American and other exporters
to those countries.
CUSTOMS RULES
The Six are stand ardrzing customs laws and admin-
istrative procedures. They have a common liberaliza-
tion list of more than 900 products that can be freely
irnported, a cornmon procedure for administering
quantitative quotas and imports from state-controlled
econornies, and a common system, including safe-
guards, for exports to and imports frorn non-member
countries.
They have a common definition of the "origin of
goods" and a uniforrn method of determining cus-
toms value of imports. Community criteria for im-
posing anti-dumping duties are the same as those
embodied in the cATr's Article VI. Other common
rules cover goods in transit, storage of goods in
Cars awaiting exportation, Liverpool, England. The fotmation of
the Common Market stimtrlated trade both between members
and with the rest of the world; its enlargment is expected to
bring futher cxpansion. Couttesy British Information Services,
London.
bonded warehouses, and goods ternporarily imported
for processing and re-exportation, "inward process-
ing traffic." Export credit terms are being synchro-
nized, and common rules on travelers'import allow-
ances are in use.
The new members will apply these rules by the end
of the transition period to full membership, Decem-
ber31,1977.
COMMERCIAT POLICY
The Community has emerged as a distinct entity in
international trade. It has trade or association agree-
ments with more than 50 countries. Some EC associ-
ates also receive financial development aid lpage24l.
The Community is negotiating as a unit in the Tokyo
Round of cnrr trade talks which opened on Septem-
ber 12,1973.
ASSOCIATION AGREEMENTS
The nr,c Treaty provided for the economic interests
of Belgian, French, Italian, and Dutch overseas terri-
tories and dependencies, mainly in Africa and the
Caribbean. These provisions still apply to overseas
territories.
The African countries have been covered by five-
year conventions since the early Sixties, af.ter achiev-
ing independence. The current and second "Yaound6
Convention" went into force on fanuary l,1971.
Mauritius joined the original 18 Yaound6 associates
on fanuary l,1973. The original associates are: Maur-
itania, Mali, Voltaic Republic, Niger, Senegal, Ivory
Coast, Togo, Dahorney, Cameroon/ Chad, Centrafri-
can Republic, Gabon, Peoples Republic of the Congo,
Zaire, Rwanda, Burundi, Somalia, and Madagascar.
As Community associates, Yaoundd countries have
free access to the Community rnarket. Conversely,
exports frorn Community member countries have
free access to the associates' domestic market. A1-
though this arrangement is a free trade area, associ-
ates may impose tariff and other trade barriers on
Community products to protect infant industries.
They may not, however, discriminate against goods
from any particular Community state.
Other Community associates are: Greece, Turkey,
the East African Community (Kenya, (Jgand a, Tar:'-
zanial , Tunisia, Morocco , Malta, and Cyprus.
On joining the Comrnunity, Britain agreed to
phase out Commonwealth tariff preferences. As a
result, underdeveloped Cornmonwealth countries in
Africa and in the Indian, Caribbean, and Pacific
Oceans were invited to seek preferential trade ties
with the Community either by trade agreements or
by the Yaound6 Convention. The Commonwealth
"associables" and the Yaoundd associates are partici-
pating in negotiations for new arrangements which
opened in Brussels in September 1973.
TRADE AGREEMENTS
The Community has had the authority to negotiate
all trade agreements since |anuary l, L973.
Britain, Ireland, and Denmark agreed to accept the
Community's trade and association agreements as a
result of their Ec membership.
Non-Preferential Agreements
Preferences extended by non-preferential agreements
are given to all cATT members. The Community has
non-preferential trade agrements with Yugoslavia,
Brazll, India, Argentina, and Uruguay. Exploratory
talks have begun with Iran to replace a non-preferen-
tial agreement which expired on December 1, 1973.
Bangladesh has requested negotiations for a non-
pref erential agreement.
Preferential Agreements
Preferential agreements lead to free trade areas. The
Community has preferential agreements with Spain,
Israel, Egypt, and Lebanon. To prevent the reestab-
lishment of trade barriers after Britain and Denmark
joined the Community, the Community signed free
trade agreements with their former partners in the
European Free Trade Association (Erre): Iceland,
Sweden, Finland, Portugal, Switzerland, Austria, and
Norway.
Product Agreements
The Community also has agreements with develop-
ing countries opening duty-free quotas for products
of particular interest to those countries. These prod-
ucts include handicrafts, iute, copra, cotton textiles,
and handwoven fabrics.
GENERALIZED TARIFF PREFERENCES
On fuly L, 197I, the Community became the first
trading power to extend generalized tariff preferences
to the "Third World." The offer was made to the 96
developing countries in the United Nations Confer-
ence on Trade and Development (uNcrao). By Febru-
ary 1974,110 countries and 43 dependencies were
participating in the system. The arrangement covered
trade worth UA 3 billion.
Britain and Denmark adopted the Community's
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Departrnent store, Brussels, Belgium' The Common Matket has
helped to raise living standards and has given the consumer a
wide choica of goods from around the world'
generalized preference system on |anuarY 1,I974.
Ireland agreed to join by December 31, L975.
The Community's system exempts manufactured
and semifinished goods from duties up to a ceiling
enlarged annually for each product.
EFFECTS OF CUSTOMS UNION
The forrnation of the Community's customs union
stimulated trade both between members and with the
rest of the world.
From 1958 to 1972, the trade of the Six with each
other rose724 per cent, from UA 6.8 billion to UA 56
billion. Traditionally protectionist countries, France
and Italy, with little previous experience with foreign
competition, recorded the largest trade increases.
Each year the Six have traded more and rnore with
each other. In 1958, 27 per cent of their total trade
was intra-Comrnunity, compared with 52 per cent in
1972. (Trade growth figures are not valid for the
Nine.)
Despite the rise in trade between members, the Six
increased both their imports from and exports to the
rest of the world. From 1958 to 1972, imports rose by
225 per cent, exports by 256 per cent. During this
time, world exports rose by 273 per cent, world irn-
ports by 287 per cent.
The Community consistently ran a defi.cit on
trade with the United States from 1958 through 1972,
the latestyear for which Community figures are
available .In 1972, exports of the Six to the United
States amounted to UA 8.3 billion, compared to UA
8.5 billion of imports from the United States.
CUSTOMS UNION TO COMMON MARKET
The customs union brought about these trade gains
and accompanying rises in production and the stand-
ard of living (pages 20,21). Nevertheless, the Com-
munity has not yet reached its goal of forging a uni-
fied common market like the United States. The
dissimilarity of its members' tax systems (page t 1)
and technical standards (page 16) still hinder free
trade. Customs agents at the borders between Com-
munity countries still collect taxes. Manufacturers in
Hamburg still have to make sure that "pure wool,"
which could mean 85 per cent wool content at home,
for example, means the same thing in Rome.
Agricultural Policy
If there was to be a Common Market, agriculture had
to be part of it. The common agricultural policy was
sought by the major farming countries in return for
opening their markets to the other member countries'
industrial goods.
The Community's six founding members had
vastly different farm policies with an inftnite variety
of internal supports and import restrictions when the
Erc Treaty was drafted. The Six thus decided to
abolish national policies and to devise a Community
policy, jointly financed, and with a common policy
toward the rest of the world.
Under the common agricultural policy, Commun-
ity members have
o eliminated barriers to farm trade between them for
almost every agricultural product
o increased agricultural trade with each other and
with non-member countries
o applied common prices for farm products and a
common policy to trade with non-member countries
o taken joint financial responsibility for all market
management decisions.
There are common markets for: grain, pork, eggs
and poultry, oil and fats, rice, sugar, plants and
flowers, processed fruit and vegetables, wine, flax
and hemp, tobacco, and fish.
Britain, Ireland, and Denmark will fully apply
the common agricultural policy by December 31,
1977.
Agriculture is especially important for the Com-
munity. In the EC of Nine, 9.9 per cent of the labor
force works in agriculture, compared to 4.0 per cent
E,u,g, gathering at an agricultural cooperntive in Blois, France. The
conTnlon agricttltttral policy covers 96 per cent of the products
raised on f arms.
in the United States. In parts of southern Italy, more
than half the workers are on the land.
The common farm policy's goals are: to assure
Community farmers incomes comparable with those
of industrial workers/ to stabilize rnarkets, to increase
productivity, and to ensure reasonable consumer
prices.
FREE TRADE
Like the customs union, the common agricultural
policy has stimulated trade. Between 1958 and 1972,
farm trade between the Six rose by 683 per cent. In
1972, it amounted to UA 9.4 billion.
During this period, food imports from non-mem-
ber countries rose by 90 per cent. These imports
amounted to UA 14 billion in 1972. US farm exports
to the Community grew by 135 per cent from 1958
to 1972 when thev reached UA 2.1 billion.
PRICE SUPPORT
Most countries protect agriculture. The Community
system, unlike that of the United States, does not use
direct income supports or import quotas. Official
prices form the center of the Community's market
support system. This arrangement maintains market
prices to farmers in two ways:
o A variable levy system at the Community's borders
ensures that imported food does not undercut domes-
tic prices.
o There are intervention arrangements to tackle a
situation in which overproduction at home threatens
to depress prices.
The Council of Ministers, acting on Commission
proposals, sets official prices each year. The Commis-
sion makes day-to-day decisions on import levies and
other agricultural operations. The Commission works
closely with management committees, composed of
officials from the national ministries of agriculture.
Prices are set in units of account (UA) related to
gold and are equivalent in value to one l97O dollar
('$t.ZOeaS at current rates).
FARM FUND
The European Agricultural Guidance and Guarantee
Fund (naccr) finances the common agricultural
policy. Its guidance section contributes to the cost of
projects to modernize farms or improve distribution
of farm produce. It also runs a pension plan to en-
courage small farmers to retire early, freeing land for
incorporation into larger farming units. The guaran-
tee section finances support buying of farm produce
and pays export rebates when Community prices rise
above world prices. The fund's revenue comes mainly
from the Community's "own resources" (page 6 ).
In1973, the Community allocated UA 350 million
for agricultural improvements. The Community spent
UA 3.8 million on market support and export rebates.
The Council of Ministers is reviewing Commission
proposals for changes in rules which could save UA
1 billion in price supports by 1978.
FARM REFORM
New techniques have raised productivity in some
parts of the Community, but European agriculture is
still backward by US standards. Too many farmers
still work farms too small for today's modern meth-
ods. In 1972, the Nine's farm size averaged 37 acres,
compared to 381 acres in the United States.
For the first 10 years, the Community relied mainly
on the common market organizations and price sup-
ports to deal with these problems. Today, the Com-
munity is trying to dovetail agricultural policy with
social, regional, tax, environmental, economic, and
consumer policies. Agricultural reform's triple goal
is to reduce imbalances among the markets for differ-
ent products, to simplify the farm policy's admini-
strative machinery, and to lower the cost of price
supports. Vocational training for ex-farmers is one of
its important features.
CURRENT STATE OF FARM POTICY
Though criticized for over-protecting Community
farming and causing high food prices, the common
agricultural policy stabilizes the domestic market
during world food shortages. Its export levies protect
consumers against sudden world market price hikes
and guarantees food supplies. Toward the end of I973,
for example, the world durum wheat price was twice
as high as the Community price.
Continuous monetary instability since 1959 has
shaken the common farm policy. Common prices
could not be maintained when the relative values of
member countries' currencies changed constantly. To
compensate for these changes and to protect farm
income, the Community temporarily introduced
levies, called "compensatory amounts /' on agricul-
tural trade between members. With the return of
monetary stability, these levies will be rernoved.
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Free Movement. o o
Besides free trade, a colrrmon market means free
rnovement of labor and capital and freedom to offer
services anywhere in the Community.
OF TABOR
Laws passed between l96L and 1968 made free move-
ment of labor a reality. Later laws improved Com-
munity migrants' rights in partner countries.
Since 1958, nationals of EC countries have been
able to go to another member country to look for or
to accept a iob without work permits, merely by pre-
senting a passport or identification card. Community
migrants must be given the same employment oppor-
tunities as a citizen of the host country has, except
for government employment. They are also entitled
to equal treatment in salaries and wages, working
conditions, vocational training and retraining, social
security, union rights, and access to housing and prop-
erty. Employers must give Community nationals
preference over foreign workers in hiring.
The right to free movement does not apply to
workers from other Community countries' depend-
encies, to associated countries'nationals, or to mi-
grants from non-Community countries.
The Community runs a iob brokerage service
through its European Coordination Office. EC mem-
ber countries'employment services report to this
office each month jobs that cannot be fiIled at home.
The office matches jobs with iob hunters.
Labor mobility within the Community paradox-
ically diminished while barriers to free movement
were being dismantled. In 1965,26I,OOO EC nationals
left their homes for first jobs in other EC countries,
compared with 204,500 rn L97O, and an estimated
225,OOO tn 1973. Most movement has been from Italy
to Germany because of unemployment in Italy. Thus,
economic and social conditions seem to influence the
Community's labor mobility more than does the re-
moval of restrictions.
The Community has been traditionally short of
labor. About 6,000,000 non-Community migrants now
work there. Most of these workers entered the Com-
munity under bilateral arrangements. Most migrants
return to their countries in two to three years. They
come mainly from Turkey, Greece, Spain, Portugal,
Yugoslavia, and North Africa.
The rules on free movement of labor apply only to
blue collar workers. Other members of the labor force
are covered by the EEc Treaty provision dn the right
of establishment and freedom to offer services. The
right of establishment and freedom to offer services
Migrant workers in Milan, ltaly, wait f or the train that will take
thent to new iobs in Germany. The Contmunity has achieved
"free movernent of \abor," meaning that citizens of any of tha
nine ntembet countries can work in any of them without losing
social secttrity benefits.
allow companies and individuals to do business or
practice a profession anywhere in the Community.
They do not yet apply to every type of business, pro-
fession, or service. Here, the main obstacle to progress
has been disagreement over "equivalency of di-
ploma," over whether a German engineer's diploma
guarantees training at least as cornplete as a Belgian
diploma, for instance.
So far sorrre 40 directives are in force. They have
removed restrictions on wholesale, retail, and inter-
mediary trade (except tobacco, and toxic products),
manufacturing, and on part of the film-making, bank-
ing, and insurance industries.
The Council of Ministers has a backlog of Com-
rnission proposals dealing with professionals, includ-
ing architects, physicians, engineers, lawyers, iour-
nalists, and veterinarians.
OF CAPITAL
Free movement of capital is essential for a common
narket's balanced growth and equal competition
between member countries. Thus, the Community
1l
has tried to end discrimination based on an investor's
nationalitv, place of residence, or place of investment.
This goal has proven elusive. Member governments
traditionally control capital movements to prevent
harrn to the balance of payments/ economic growth,
and employment. In addition, international monetary
instability has hindered the Comrnunity's efforts to
free capital movements. Only two directives on cap-
ital rnovements are in force, one enacted in May 1960,
the other in December 1962.
Taxation
The Community is aligning its members' indirect
taxes and excise duties. When this work is finished,
tax controls at the internal borders can end.
Perhaps the Community's biggest achievement in
the field of taxation has been the replacement of
national turnover and cascade taxes with a comlnon
system taxing the value added to goods at each stage
of production and distribution (ver). Hairdressing,
restaurant service, and other services are also subject
to vAT.
Britain, Ireland, and Denrnark all applied vnr by
April 1973.
As customs duties disappeared, taxes became a
larger part of the export price of goods. The ver
neutralizes tax differences by enabling refunds of the
exact tax paid in the exporting country and allowing
the importing country to collect its var on the goods.
The Commission sent proposals for a uniform vRr
assessment base to the Council of Ministers on ]une
29, L973. Eventually, tax rates will be aligned.
The ver has to be harmonized both because it
affects trade and because it will constitute part of the
Community's own revenue by |anuary 1975 (page 6 ).
Commission proposals to harmor:rrze excise duties
on hydrocarbon combustibles, oil, beer, wine, alcohol,
non-alcoholic drinks, and tobacco await Council
decision.
The Community is trying to harmonize corporate
tax laws because differences interfere with free move-
rnent of capital. The Commission has made proposals
for harmonizing taxes on distributed profits, on with-
holding taxes on dividends and bond interest, and on
joint assets in mergers between companies located in
different member states. It has also made proposals
for taxing parent companies and subsidiaries located
in different member states.
Banking
To enable banks to compete throughout the Com-
munity, joint rules are being developed here, too.
Beginning in 1975, EC-nationality banks and other
financial institutions will be able to open branches
anywhere in the Community under the same condi-
tions as local banks. Their activities will, however,
be limited to international banking services involving
capital movements.
The Community is trying to align regulations affec-
ting bank liquidity, solvency margins, and bankers'
qualifications.
Insurance
Insurance laws are being harmonized. Member states
are forbidden to discriminate against reinsurers in
partner states. Laws on motor vehicle insurance have
been aligned. Policies must now include any coverage
compulsory in any member country. As a result,
"greencard" insurance checks at borders between
member countries ended in |uly 1973.
Non-life insurers of EC nationalities can offer their
services anywhere in the Community if they comply
with common rules on solvency margins and report-
ing on their activities. The Community now plans to
coordinate national laws so that life insurance com-
panies'branches and agencies have the same freedom.
When insurance companies can operate across in-
ternal borders without opening offices in the policy-
holder's country, the common market in insurance
will be complete.
Tha Adriatica Highway between Bologna and Canosa, Ita|y. The
Commission's ttansport prcgram for 1974-76 would remove
highway transport's competitive advantaga ovet othet forms by
including the cost of highway construction, now paidby Sovern-
ments, in tha freight rate, Courtesy ltalian Information Service,
Rome.
Transport PolicY
Europe's transport systems were developed to serve
domestic traftic,not international. Unlike the US
transport network, continental in thrust from its
earliest days, defense-conscious Europe's systems
thinned out near national borders and focused on
natiolal capitals. A host of discriminatory practices
and charges stifled competition. The Community's
founders foresaw that goods could not move freely
through such a tangle. The nnc Tteaty provided for a
comlnon transport policy for railroad, highw ay, and
inland waterway trafiic. The treaty said air and ocean
transport could be included later. It banned discrim-
ilation based on nationality between carriers and by
carriers based on a shipment's origin or destinatiol.
It permitted government subsidies only for public
service requirements or for coordinating different
types of transport.
- 
tarly transport policy stressed free competition and
standard working conditions. Common rules were
passed : describing permissable govelnment subsidies
to railroads; lirniting drivers of big trucks to 48 hours
a week behind the wheel; requiring member coultries
to consult each other about major infrastructure in-
vestments, such as suPerhighwaYs.
Despite the economic importance of these and
other rules passed, the common transport policy fea-
tures more goals than achievements. Action has been
piecemeal, and policy lacks continuity.
Thus, in Octob er 1973, the Commission outlined a
transport program fot I974-76.The new policy stresses
competition among different forms of transport. The
Commission thinks including all costs in the price of
eachtype of transport could relieve urban traffic, im-
prove land use, and obtain the best value from invest
ments in infrastructure. The Commission would also
bring air and ocean transport under the policy.
Cornpetition Policy
The Comrnunity's competition policy borrowed many
features of US antitrust 1aw. Until the ECSC Treaty,
competition rules were rare in Europe. During the
postwar occupation of Germany, antitrust laws were
introduced to prevent recartelization of the Ruhr's
coal and steel industries. The ECSC Treaty incorpor-
ates a strict competition policy which still applies to
the coal and steel industries. The treaty's drafters
believed that forming a common market would be
pointless if individual manufacturers could make
arrangements which effectively protected their mar-
kets from outside competition. The advantages of
price competition and size would have been lost.
The Ecsc Treaty gives the Cornmission (known as
the "High Authority" in 1951) power to decide
whether a merger may occur and to fine companies
for practices which distort cornpetition. It allows the
Cornmission to authorize restrictive agreements
which improve production or distribution and which
contain no unessential restrictions.
The Etc Treaty covers trade in all products not
under the Ecsc Treaty. The EEc Treaty bans such re-
strictive practices as market sharing, quota fixing,
exclusive dealing, voluntary pacts to control imports,
and abuse of a dominant position. Like the Ecsc
Treaty, the EEc Treaty allows the Commission to im-
pose fines for infringements and to exempt restrictive
agreements which improve production or distribution
and which contain no unessential restrictions. To
those provisos, the nnc Treaty adds that restrictive
agreements must benefit consumers and have little
effect on the industry involved.
The Ecsc Treaty gave the Commission broad power
over a narrow field to act on its own without further
authorization. The EEc Treaty outlined the principles
of competition policy and stipulated that the Council
of Ministers, acting on a Commission proposal, must
pass laws to put those principles into effect.
The first such regulation, in February 1962, acti-
vated the treaty's competition clauses and filled in
details. It gave the Commission powers of inspection
and enforcement. It required companies having agree-
ments that could affect trade between member
countries to submit their agreements to the Com-
mission for clearance. The Commission could clear
an agreement, ban it, or request changes. This regu-
lation empowered the Commission to impose fines
of up to UA 1,000,000 or 10 per cent of a company's
turnover for violations. It also gave companies im-
munity frorn fines until the Commission could rule
on the legality of their agreements.
The Cornmission was deluged with agreements. A
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March 1965 Council regulation enabled the Commis-
sion to declare "block exemptions" for some types of
agreements by issuing regulations. The largest group
involved simple exclusive dealing rights between
manufacturers and distributors. Such agreements are
perrnitted if they are regional, within a single country,
and do not affect imports or exports. Other permitted
agreements involve specialization, joint research and
development, joint advertising, joint use of quality
labels, standardtzation, joint participation in trade
fairs, and joint purchasing.
Decisions by the Commission and the Court of
Justice have laid the base of a case law further de-
fining competition policy. The Court has held that
patents, trademarks, copyrights, and know-how li-
censes cannot be used to guarantee absolute territorial
protection.
DOMINANT POSITIONS
The rEc Treaty prohibits the abuse of a dominant
position. The Commission first tested this provision
when it decided that Continental Can's very acquisi-
tion of a Dutch company constituted an abuse, with-
out any of the trade restraints mentioned in the
treaty. The Court of |ustice upheld Continental Can's
appeal, in February 1973, on the grounds that the
company did not have a dominant position but sup-
ported the Commission's contention that the treaty
empowered it to regulate mergers across the Com-
munity's internal borders.
The Continental Can decision covered only mer-
gers in which one company already had a dominant
position. A |uly 1973 Commission proposal would
allow the Commission to control major mergers.
Companies would have to notify the Commission
three months before any move that would result in a
"maior concentration."
STATE MONOPOLIES AND STATE SUBSIDIES
Competition rules also apply to state monopolies and
state subsidies.
State monopolies have to give up exclusive import
rights. The French and Italian national tobacco mo-
nopolies now buy and sell cigarettes, cigars, and to-
bacco from other Community countries. The Com-
mission has made recommendations for reorganizing
other state monopolies, mainly in France and Italy.
State subsidies to poor areas and depressed indus-
tries, such as shipbuilding, are also regulated so that
cutthroat outbidding does not distort competion.
Economic and
Monetary Union
Economic and rnonetary union is both the logical out-
growth of a customs union and the cement needed to
hold it together.
As early as 1964, the six founding members dis-
covered that their fledgling Common Market had an
existence of its own. Trade had bound the six econo-
mies so closely that inflation in one country quickly
spread to the others. Some economic policy decisions
had to be made jointly, since each member country/s
policy affected all.
The Erc Treaty committed member states to view
cyclical policy and exchange rates as matters of com-
mon concern and to designing economic policies for
balance-of-payments equilibrium. It provided for a
Monetary Committee to help coordinate members,
economic policies, to review their monetary and ft-
nancial position, and to deliver opinions at the re-
quest of the Commission or Council of Ministers. In
1954, the Committee of Central Bank Governors was
formed to coordinate policy at the operational level.
Beginningin 1969, repeated currency crises argued
for tightening economic and monetary policy coordi-
nation. Revaluations and devaluations threatened
the Common Market, based on free trade in stable
monetary conditions.
Various Commission and member state proposals
led to a preliminary report/ in May lg7}, on ways of
achieving economic and monetary union. A month
later the Council of Ministers adopted the conclu-
sions of the "Werner Report," named after Luxem-
bourg Premier and Finance Minister Pierre Werner
who had presided over the group of experts who had
drafted it. The Council resolved that by 1980 the
Community should
o comprise an area where persons, goods, services,
and capital move freely-but without distorting
competition or causing structural or regional im-
balances-and where economic activity could de-
velop on a Community scale
r develop a single monetary personality within the
world monetary system , characterized by complete
and irreversible currency convertibility
o hold economic and monetary powers to allow its
institutions to administer economic union.
The final Werner Report and formal Commission
proposals were finished in October 1970. The ftrst
stage of economic and monetary union began in
March 197L. During the first stage, I97l through
1973, the Six agreed to
o narrow the exchange-rate margins between their
currencies
t4
o form a UA 2 billion medium-term aid pool to sup-
port members' currencies under exchange market
pressures because of balance-of-payments deficits.
(This medium-term aid was in addition to alJA2
billion short-term pool created in Febru ary l97o.l
o coordinate short- and medium-term economic and
budgetary policies
o hold regular meetings of finance ministers and cen-
tral bank governors.
Exchange rate fluctuations were narrowed in April
1972. A 2.25 per cent Community band or "snake"
moved within the 4.5 per cent world "tunnel." After
further monetary storms at the beginning of 1973, six
member countries' currencies repegged and iointly
floated against the dollar. Britain, Ireland, and Italy
floated separately. In |anuary 1974, France also floated.
The European Monetary Cooperation Fund was
created in April 1973 for medium-term balance-of-
payments support (two to ftve years). It also began
managing short-term aid (two to three months). With
the addition of the three new members, both short-
and long-term credit resources expanded to UAZ.72S
billion each. An additional UA 1.5 billion could be
raised from and lent to each ntember state. The fund
will be caprtahzed at UA 500 million. Gradually, the
Nine plan to pool part of their gold and foreign ex-
change reserves in the Monetary Cooperation Fund.
Member states have intensified economic policy
coordination. They held three special Council meet-
ings on economic policy in 1973. Quantified guide-
lines for price increases/ growth rates, unemploy-
ment, and balance of payments were set in the third
Medium-Term Economic Policy Program, covering
r97r-75.
In February 1974, the Short- and Medium-Term
Economic Policy Committees and the Budgetary Pol-
icy Committee were merged into the Economic Policy
Committee. This merger streamlined the decision-
making process in overlapping areas. The committee
consists of four Commission representatives and four
experts from each member country.
During the second stage of economic union, from
1974 through I976, member states plan to continue
working out conflicts in their economic policies and
to consolidate other common policies. Employment
and other social policies (p"ge 20f and regional policy
have been marked for close attention during the sec-
ond phase. Disagreement about the size and the op-
eration of the European Regional Develolment Fund
delayed the start of the second stage of economic and
monetary union, scheduled for lanuary 1974.
Regional Policy
To narrow the gap between the Community's pros-
perous areas and backward regions was a main goal
set by the Er,c Treaty. Most underdeveloped areas de-
pend on farming or on old-fashioned industries for
their peoples'livelihoods. These areas include south-
ern Italy/ western and southwestern France, northern
Holland, Germany's eastern border, half of Ireland,
and parts of northern England, Wales, and Scotland.
The Community's regional aid antidates the nrc
Treaty. The 1951 ECSC Treaty authorized the Commu-
nity to give loans to attract new industries into de-
clining coal and steel regions and to retrain workers
for new iobs (page}}l. By the end of L973,LJA 225
million had been spent on vocational rehabilitation.
ECSC reconversion loans totaling UA 228.5 million
had created new jobs in former coal and steel centers.
Unlike the common agricultural policy, which the
Erc Treaty set forth in great detail, what has become
regional policy today, was described only in general
terms of "reducing the differences existing between
the various regions." The treaty did, however, give
the Community three instruments which could be
used for regional aid: the Social Fund, the farm fund's
guidance section, and the European Investment
Bank.
SOCIAL FUND
The Social Fund has eased regional difficulties by pro-
viding UA563 million by the end of 1973 to retrain
and resettlel.T million workers. Shipbuilding, the
textile industry, and Italian sulphur mines have been
among the industries receiving special aid from the
fund. The fund's 1974 budget is UA 327.8 million.
FARM FUND'S GUIDANCE SECTION
The farm fund's guidance section had committed UA
933 million by the end of 1973 for modernrzing farm-
ing and raising living standards in poor agricultural
areas. A December 1973 Council directive allows
member countries to vary aids according to the needs
of the region. A second 1973 Council directive per-
mits member countries to give special aids to keep
farmers on the land in especially backward rural
areas to protect the countryside.
EUROPEAN INVESTMENT BANK
The European Investment Bank (Ern) is an independ-
ent non-profit public body. It lends money to finan-
cial institutions, autonomous public authorities, pub-
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The Bonna Espdrance-
Logndoz factory in Chettal,
Belgittm, was built on the
ruins of the Bonne Espfuance
mine which closed down.
Constrtrction of tha plant
was partly financedby a loan
from the Ettropean CoaI and
Steel Community ttnder its
program for bringingnew in-
dttstry into declining, coal
and steel rcgions.
lic enterprises, and private companies for projects
o to develop backward areas
o to modernrze or convert undertakings or develop
new activities too large or expensive to finance in in-
dividual member countries
o to beneftt several member countries and too large
or expensive to finance in individual member coun-
tries.
nrs loans are seed money, paying only part of the
cost of each project. Investors and other institutions
furnish the rest of the capital needed.
Seventy-five per cent (UA 1.83 billion) of the bank's
loans and guarantees from 1958 to 1972 involved re-
gional development. The bank also gives financial aid
to Community associates (page 24).
Typical rrs-financed regional development proiects
include port and telecommunications improvements
and highway construction.
A1l EC member countries belong to the rIs. The
bank's subscribed capital is UA 2.025 billion. The
bank can also raise money by bond issues, which
amounted to UA 479.5 million rn 1972.
REGIONAT DEVETOPMENT FUND
Member countries have agreed to create a European
Regional Development Fund. The fund would help
finance investments in areas receiving national aid
and which have per capita incomes below the Com-
munity average. The Nine failed to keep the Decem-
ber 31, I973, deadline for agreeing on the size of the
fund, operating rules, and the size of each country,s
contribution. The transfer of resources from rich to
poorer countries was the main political issue under
discussion.
Industrial Policy
Industrial policy monitors the health of industry and
plans for the industries of tomorrow. It is closely tied
to regional policy as well as labor and competition
policies (pages 20,13). It sets goals for the Commu-
nity's overall industrial growth in the attempt to reap
full benefit from productive resources. It eliminates
technical barriers to trade, such as differences in
safety standards, so that manufacturers receive every
advantage of a common market with 255 million con-
sumers. It encourages the formation of companies of
continental size and able to compete with the United
States and |apan at home and abroad.
The ncsc Treaty empowered the Commission to
authorize and fund joint research and development in
the coal and steel industries. The Community also
helps finance vocational rehabilitation programs for
miners and steelworkers whose jobs disappear be-
cause of technological progress. The Euratom Treaty
gave the Community similar powers in the nuclear
industry.
The Enc Treaty did not provide for an industrial
policy as such. An outline came only in March l97O
with a broad Commission plan for removing legal,
ftscal, political, and social barriers to the develop-
ment of European multinational companies. In De-
cember 1973, the Council of Ministers approved a
flexible tirnetable for completing the following indus-
trial policy priorities by 1978:
. removing remaining technical barriers to trade in
foodstuffs and industrial goods
. initiating open bidding for public works contracts
o removing fiscal and legal barriers to transnational
mergers
o making proposals for developing capital intensive
industries, such as data processing
e making rules for the formation of "European,, com-
panies and their statutes. This legal form would co-
exist with national law. It would allow mergers be-
tween companies of different nationalities without
the choice of a single nationality for the new com-
pany (page 18 ).
REMOVING TRADE BARRIERS
Differences in member countries' safety and quality
standards mean that a manufacturer who wants to
sell throughout the Community may have to comply
with up to nine norms. To save companies the ex-
pense of small production runs and expensive retool-
ings this situation entails, the Council of Ministers
enacted a program to "approximate" standards, in
May 1969. By February 1974, the Council had passed
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more than 40 directives setting common standards
for products ranging from scales to detergents. The
Community plans to complete the original program
and an additional one adopted in May 1973 before
the end of 1977.
OPENING PUBLIC MARKETS
Purchases by member states' government agencies
and public utilities represent a growing share of the
market for manufactures, about 17 per cent. Yet only
5 per cent of public orders go to suppliers in other
member states. Advanced technology and heavy in-
dustries, which depend on public purchases, have
scarcely benefited from economies of mass produc-
tion for a large common market.
The Commission has drafted directives to open
rnajor public contracts to bidders from every member
country. To change public buyers' discriminatory
attitudes, the Commission wants hearings on public
tenders, added contacts between public buyers, and
statistics on bids.
Discrimination by nationality in public works con-
tract awards has been banned since August 1972.In-
vitations to bid on public works in the civil engineer-
ing and building industries must be advertised in the
Community's Official lournal if they involve UA I
rnillion or more. The authorities must also consider
tenders from every other member country.
TRANSNATIONAT EUROPEAN COMPANIES
To help European companies grow to Common Mar-
ket size, the Community encourages transnational
intra-Community ventures. In May 1973, the Com-
mission opened a Business Liaison Office which had
answered nearly 1,000 inquiries about joint ventures
and other commercial questions by the year's end.
To promote Community-srzed, advanced technology
companies, the Community plans to initiate develop-
rnent contracts. These contracts would go to com-
panies participating in transnational research or
working on projects of Community interest.
To provide capital for transnational mergers and to
promote joint exports, eight maior national finance
institutions joined forces with the European Invest-
ment Bank (page 15) in November 1973. Projects to be
financed would involve rnore than one credit institu-
tion and be so large as to need some external financ-
ing. '
The Ern also finances projects to spur the Commu-
nity's industrial growth. Between 1958 and 1972. the
Corc Mcrnoric,s, Ltd,, Dublin. Thc Cornntunity's intlustrial
policy cticouroscs thc f orntotiort ot' contpanic,s large cnough to
compctc th rorr.qhc.rrr t the Ninc and to invest in the researcl't
iTcccssorrt to dcvclop totnortow' s t cchnology.
bank spent UA 59.3 rnillion on partial financing of
such proiects. The bank gives special consideration
to transnational proiects when deciding upon its fi-
nancing activities.
Member states plan to iron out differences in their
conrpany laws discouraging transnational links be-
tween companies. Common rules are planned for
compally formation,, accounting methods, increases
in capital, and mergers.
In addition to "European companies," the Commu-
nity is working on legal forms to encourage business
regroupings under EC, not national, law. These forms
include
o a European cooperation group, a non-profit associa-
tion of companies with common interests working
together toward specific goals. This arrangement
would help small and medium-sized companies by
providing joint services, such as sales offices, cen-
ttahzed accounting services/ and research.
o aiointundertaking. This status, conferring tax and
other advantages, is now reserved for companies in
the nuclear industry that provide a public service or
do major technological projects of Community in-
terest.
The industrial policy program also calls for align-
rnent of national systems for taxing parent companies
and subsidiaries in different member countries and
joint capital in mergers between companies in differ-
ent member states.
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SPECIAT PROBTEM INDUSTRIES
The Community's industrial policy pays close atten-
tion to industries with special problems, such as the
technology and capital intensive data processing and
aeronautical industries, the recession sensitive ship-
building industry, and the backward paper industry.
Future proposals will address the textile, nucle ar, and
heavy mechanical and electrical engineering indus-
tries. Efforts to reach a common policy on raw mate-
rial supplies, especially non-ferrous metals, also form
part of the common industrial plogram.
In |anuary 1965, the Community began a consulta-
tion procedure on export guarantees and credit in-
surance which so heavily influence the selling price
of capital goods, such as locomotives, and the con-
struction price of large plants. A Council decision in
I)ecember 1973 tightened the consultation proce-
dure, designed to prevent member countries from
outbidding each other on export credit and guarantees.
MULTINATIONAL COMPANIES
The Community is considering laws to make sure
that rnultinational companies do not restrict compe-
tition or harm workers. Multinationals' size frees
them of many traditional checks imposed by public
authorities and labor unions, which have not con-
solidated to worldwide or Community-wide dimen-
sions. Their financial weight raises problems in taxa-
tion and currency dealings. Some multinationals'
annual turnovers exceed the smaller EC member
countries' national budgets.
According to ideas outlined by the Commission
in November 1973, the Community plans no dis-
crimination against multinationals. Some of the Com-
mission's suggestions would facilitate international
activity, while others would curtail companies'free-
dom. Suggestions include
o a good conduct code for takeovers, requiring publi-
cation of ample information, including the source of
funds used and the bidder's identity
. intergovernmental cooperation to minimtze tax
evasion and keep an eye on inter-company sales and
license agreements
o publication of companies' consolidated accounts
broken down by country to show the flow of invest-
rnent money, profits and taxes as a percentage of
sales, research costs/ and licensing revenue.
INDUSTRIAL PROPERTY
The European Patent Office, based in Munich, plans
to open rnl976, following the October I973 signature
of the European Patent Convention. A single applica-
tion to the office will give inventors patent protec-
tion in 2l countries-the Nine, plus Austria, Finland,
Greece, Liechtenstein, Monaco, Norway, Portugal,
Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, and Yugosla-
via. This system was designed to overcome the ad-
vantage large companies have over smaller competi-
tors in arranging for patent coverage throughout
Europe.
The International Patent Office in The Hague will
conduct the patent search to test originality, patenta-
bility, and commercial worth.
Community members are to sign a convention to
unify their patent laws. The convention would rnake
any EC country's act, such as revoking a patent, valid
throughout the entire Community. The treaty would
also prohibit market sharing, licensing a patent in
only one EC country.
The Commission has published a draft European
trade mark convention whereby companies could ob-
tain trademark protection throughout the Commu-
nity by registering once with a European trademark
office.
COMPANY tAW
Economic union involves the alignment of company
laws on business practices, such as mergers and dis-
closure of information to stockholders. So far, two
alignment directives have been enacted.
A March 1968 directive provides for common rules
to protect stockholders and third parties. It requires
companies to publish their articles of incorporation
and an annual statement of accounts and to give in-
formation about their directors and conditions for
dissolving the company. The Community also plans
to unify bankruptcy laws.
A September L973 directive specifies minimum
capital requirements for companies and gives har-
monized guidelines for increasing or decreasing
stock capital.
Three other draft directives await Council action.
They would
o align rules for protecting parties affected by mergers
o harmonize disclosure requirements for balhnce
sheets and profft and loss statements
o give workers a voice in corporate management by
seating them on the company's supervisory board.
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Science and Technology
Policy
Science and technology hold the key to tomorrow's
healthy industries. Here, too, Community members
pool their efforts, acknowledging that individually
they cannot finance the wide range of advanced tech-
nology projects needed today.
ECSC
The Ecsc does research into health and pollution
problems found in the coal and steel industries.
Working through the national research institutes, the
Ecsc had spent more than $120 million on research
by February 1974. Projects have included studies of
coalminers' "black lung" disease and of ways of
limiting air pollution by sulphur dioxide released in
steelmaking.
EURATOM
Euratom does nuclear research at the Community's
|oint Research Center with facilities in: Ispra ,ltaly i
Karlsruhe, Germany; Geel, Belgium, and Petten in
the Netherlands. By Febru ary 1974, Euratom had
spent UA 1.03 billion on research. Its work has re-
sulted rnl,463 patents and 5,000 scientific articles.
Projects have included studies of the effects of radia-
tion on plants, animals, and insects and a program on
controlled thermonuclear fusion.
EEC
The pEc Treaty does not specifically provide for re-
search, but at the Paris Summit member countries
decided that their ioint research activities should be
extended into key technologies. Data processing,
telecommunications/ metallurgy, pollution control,
oceanography, ne\r means of transport, and meteorol-
ogy were designated priority areas of research. On
|anuary 14,1974, the Council of Ministers accepted
the Commission's proposed guidelines for a broad
science and technology policy involving
o coordination of every aspect of national research
and development not excluded by military or indus-
trial property considerations
o promotion of basic research within a European Sci-
ence Foundation
o forecasts of long-term research needs
o joint proiects for research in each priority field.
The Community often opens research projects to
other countries. In October 1973, for example, 15
European countries signed a convention for a medi-
um-range weather forecasting center in England. The
European Science Foundation will be open to non-
member countries.
Energy Policy
The European Community uses half as much energy
as the United States, 840 million tons petroleum
equivalent in 197I. Unlike the United States, which
can fill all but 9 per cent of its energy needs domesti-
cally, the Community imports 63 per cent of its
needs. The economic importance of energy and the
Community's vulnerability to shifts in sources of
supply have made energy policy a Cornmunity pri-
ority.
The energy policy has been slow to develop, partly
because the Community treaties split up responsi-
bility for energy. The ECSC Treaty covered coal and
coke; the Euratom Treaty, nuclear energy, and the
r,rc Treaty, oil, natural gas, and petroleum. The mer-
ger of the three Communities' executive institutions
in 1967 ended this inconvenience by creating a single
Commission and a single Council of Ministers which
could discuss every type of energy at the same time.
Today, wide differences in member countries'
needs, policies, and policy administration still im-
pede progress toward a common policy. Different au-
thorities handle prices, taxation, investment, and
commercial policies. Different types of fuel are more
or less important in various member states' consump-
tion patterns. Coal-poor Denmark, for example, relies
on petroleum for 95 per cent of its consumption,
while coal-rich Luxembourg consumes only 3l per
cent of its energy in the form of petroleum and 53
per cent in the form of coal. Government involve-
ment in energy administration also differs. In France,
for example, the state controls oil imports while other
member countries leave import management to pri-
vate enterprise.
Despite the priority given verbally to the develop-
ment of a common energy policy, member countries'
reactions to Arab oil embargoes after the October
1973 Arab-Israeli war showed how far off a common
energy policy still was. In April I973, the Commis-
sion made proposals for comprehensive energy guide-
lines, but so far Council action has been piecemeal.
Measures enacted include common rules on
o subsidies to promote coke and coal deliveries to
Community steel mills
o minimum oil stocks of 65 days, to be raised to 90
days by fanuary 1965
o reports to the Commission on investment plans for
oil, natural gas, and electricity and on oil and natural
gas import programs
o Community aid to development of new techniques
of oil and natural gas prospection
o petroleum rationing, price controls, and rnanage-
rnent and distribution of emergency oil stocks by
]uly 1, 1974.
The Council is still considering Commission pro-
posals to
o build a uranium enrichment plant by 1985 to fuel
nuclear power stations
o align excise duties on heating oils and apply com-
mon rules on oil imports
o ban discrimination by operators of pipelines that
cross intra-Community borders.
The Commission thinks a common energy policy
should also include cooperation with both energy
importing and energy exporting countries and joint
action on pollution control and nuclear reactor acci-
dent prevention.
unloading of pettoleum, Antwetp, Belgi].rm. ConTmlJnity members arc trying to rclltce theit llepenilence on petolenm, which now
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Quality of Life
In addition to raising living standards through eco-
nomic growth, the Community is committed to im-
proving its peoples' quality of life by programs to
better living and working conditions, promote edu-
cation, protect consumers, and cleanse and preserve
the environment.
SOCIAL AND LABOR POTICY
The rcsc Treaty set the precedent for social action
later expanded in the nnc Treaty. Both treaties pro-
tect workers' rights to move to partner countries for
new iobs without losing social security benefits (p.g.
10). Both treaties recognize that workers have to be
shielded from abrupt economic changes and helped
to adiust to new f obs. The idea of the Community's
innovative adjustment assistance program was bor-
rowed by the United States in the drafting of the
Trade Expansion Act of 1962.
Between 1952 and 1973, the ECSC spent UA 225 rnil-
lion to retrain and re-employ coal and steel workers.
Redevelopment loans to bring new jobs to coal and
steel centers amounted to UA 228.5 million. By the
end of 1973, UA 153.7 million had been granted to
help build 126,000 houses for coal and steel workers.
The Esc Treaty provided for a European Social Fund
to help retrain workers in industries besides coal and
steel. The fund repays up to half member state ex-
penditures on Commission-approved projects to re-
train and resettle workers hurt, or likely to be hurt,
by economic change. By the end of.1975, the fund
will have allocated UA 691 million to help more than
two million workers. Its 1974 budget is UA 225 mrl-
lion, financed from the Community's own revenue.
A Standing Committee on Employment, created in
]une 1970, helps coordinate national employment
policies and gives labor unions a voice in Commu-
nity employment policy.
In other social policy action, the Community has
undertaken to
o develop a common vocational training policy, in-
cluding minimum qualification standards for ma-
chine tool operators, lathe operators, and other trades-
men
o secure equal pay for women
o compile comparable data on social security, work-
ing hours, on-job accidents, and labor disputes.
Responding to social and labor discontent about
the consumer society and mindless work in the early
Seventies, the Community unveiled a social reform
program in fanuary 1974. The program stresses: job
enrichment; involvement of workers in corporate
20
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and Community decisions affecting them, and the
promotion of centers to deal with the special employ-
ment problems of migrants, women, school drop-outs
and elderly and handicapped workers. It also pre-
scribes increased intrir-Community exchanges of
young workers. A 4O-hour work week and four
weeks'paid vacation for all are goals for 1976. Long-
range goals include improvements in the distribution
of income and wealth, on-job safety, and public hous-
ing, especially for migrant workers.
EDUCATION POLICY
Cornmunity education policy accents the need for
continuing or "permanerrt" education of people who
will have more than one career during their working
lives and who live in a multilingual Community.
The Community's novel European School experi-
ment {page 6) could well be extended throughout
Europe.
Until t};.e 1969 Paris Summit, Community activi-
ties in the field of education were limited to the
European Schools, vocational training, and mutual
recognition of diplomas of physicians, architects, and
many other professions. In accordance with the
wishes expressed by member governments at the
Paris Summit, the six founding members' ministers
of education first met as the Council of Ministers in
Novemb er 197l.
A fully fledged education policy is in the planning
stages. A convention for the creation of a European
University Institute, a postgraduate institution spe-
cializing in European integration, awaits ratification.
Faculty recruiting began in February 1974.
CONSUMERS
Free trade has widened consumers' choice of food
and goods and heightened the need for consumer
information and protection.
In December 1973, the Cornrnission sent to the
Council of Ministers a prelirninary consumer infor-
mation and protection program. It set the following
priorities for action over the next three years:
o tightening health and safety standards for food-
stuffs, dangerous products, and other goods
o elirninating unfair and misleading sales practices,
such as supplying unsolicited goods, false advertis-
ing, and unfair contracts
o increasing protection for consumer credit and lease
purchases
o providing comparative price statistics and improv-
ing labeling.
Cornpetition policy (page 13) also helps consurlrers.
For example, the Community has fined sugar pro-
ducers UA 9 million {or depriving consumers of the
benefits of free imports. The Community has also
condemned agreements in the record industry that
made identical records cost much rnore in Gerrnany
than in France.
Competition policy has helped to narrow certain
consurxer price differences from rnember country to
member country, but retail prices of many goods sti1l
vary widely. Differences in transport costs and tax
rates partly explain this situation, but adrninistrative
complexities at internal borders are a rnain culprit.
Some mail order houses add 20 per cent to catalogue
prices to cover these extra costs. The Commission is
working with the national administrations to cut this
red tape.
ENVIRONMENT
Some Community work has helped to improve the
environment, but it was not until luly 1973 that an
environrnental program was established. Before then,
programs to reduce technical barriers to trade, by
writing common product standards, indirectly bene-
fited the environment. Now Community law sets
common restrictions on such diverse matters as pol-
lution from auto exhaust and non-biodegradeable
detergents.
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The Community environmental policy tries to
"improve the setting and quality of life and the sur-
roundings and living conditions of the Community
populati or't." The policy, based on the principle of
"the polluter pays/'was designed to
o prevent, reduce, and eliminate pollution where
possible
o maintain the ecological balance and protect the
biosphere
o tap natural resources without damagiltg the eco-
logical balance unnecess arlly
o persuade policy-makers to consider the environ-
ment when formulating other policies.
Coordination of member state environmental ac-
tion is the Community's main role. The Community
also works with such international organizations as
the International Commission for the Protection of
the Rhine Against Pollution, the Organrzation for
Economic Cooperation and Development, and the
United Nations.
Mttnich, Gcrntany, has closed its center to vchicular traft'ic,
f racing it f or pedestrians. By Tttttting people first, the Communi-
ty's cnvironmental policy tries to improve the qttality of lif e.
@ Max Prttggcr, Mttnich. CoLrrtesy Orgnnization f or Econontic
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The Communfty
and the World
The Comrnunity's econornic size and dependence on
imported raw materials and export outlets make good
relations with the rest of the world imperative. In
addition to following a common trade policy toward
non-member countries (pages 6-8), the Community and
its member states practice active economic and tech-
nical aid policies toward the developing world (page}al.
More than 90 non-member countries, including the
United States, have diplomatic representatives ac-
credited to the Community. The Community has
delegations accredited to the United States, Chile (for
Latin America), the oEcD in Paris, and the interna-
tional organizations based in Geneva,such as the cATT.
Every rc country belongs to the International
Monetary Fund (rrvrr), the oEco, the cATT, and the
Council of Europe. Every Community country but
Ireland belongs to the North Atlantic Treaty Organi-
zation (nero). The Nine maintain close relations
with many other international bodies, such as the
United Nations' specialized agencies.
For international conferences and negotiations, the
Nine develop common positions, as they have done
for the Conference on Security and Cooperation in
Europe (cscE) and the cArr trade talks which opened
in Tokyo in September 1973. They are working on a
common position for monetary negotiations within
the rmr. The Commission conducts negotiations for
the Community on the basis of a Council mandate.
WORTD IMPACT
The Community's impact on international relations
can be judged by the number of countries that have
asked for
o full membership, open to European countries
o association leading to membership, open to less-
developed European countries
o association leading to customs union or free trade
areat open to developing countries
o trade (p"9.8) and technical aid agreements (page24).
The Council of Ministers unanimously approves
the opening of membership negotiations and, on
their conclusion, the terms of entry. The national
legislatures ratify the terms of entry.
Association agreernents are unanimously approved
by the Council. Trade agreements can be approved
by a weighted majority vote of the Council.
The Community negotiates as a unit with'coun-
tries seeking rnembership, association/ or bilateral
trade agreements. The Commission conducts negotia-
tions on the basis of Council mandates.
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EXTERNAT RELATIONS BY AREA
Western Europe
The Community has extended an open membership
invitation to any democratic West European country
with a similar economy. The Community has free
trade agreements with Britain's and Denmark's for-
mer EFTA partners (page 8 l. It also has international
transport agreements with Austria and Switzerland.
United States
All postwar US Administrations have strongly sup-
ported European unity as a cornerstone of the At-
lantic alliance. They have viewed the Community
as the instrument of European unification.
Every Commission and High Authority President
since |ean Monnet has paid an official visit to the
White House. Twice ayear, once in Brussels and once
in Washington/ Community representatives and
members of the US Administration meet to discuss
common concerns, ranging from trade and mon etary
affairs to the energy crisis. The Delegation of the
Commission of the European Communities handles
day-to-day business. Trade disputes are aired and
o{ten settled in these two forums and in the cATT.
Regular exchanges of members of the European Par-
liament and of the US Congress provide further op-
portunities for transatlantic dialogue.
Euratom and the US Atomic Energy Commission
(usaEc) have a cooperation agreement which provides
for exchanges of scientific information and supply of
fissile materials to Euratom. In 1973, Euratom's pay-
ments to usAEC for nuclear fuel amounted to $52.3
million.
US direct investments in the Six amounted to
$l5.7billion rn1972, compared with Ec investments
of $3.9 billion in the United States. The two devalua-
tions of the US dollar have made investments in the
United States attractive to European companies/ so
that the disparity in the size of each partner/s invest-
ments on the other side of the Atlantic may narrow.
In 1972, investments in the Six and Britain returned
$2.3 billion to the United States in repatriated profits.
fapan
A similar dialogue developed between the Commu-
nity and fapan tnl973 after both sides agreed to post-
pone negotiations for a bilateral trade agreement so
that it could reflect the results of the current cArr
talks. EC-fapan negotiations had bogged down in
mid-1972 over safeguard clauses.
State-Trading Countries
The persistence of national agreements with China
and the East Bloc countries stems largely from their
reluctance to deal with the Community as an entity.
However , in 1972, Soviet Party Secretary Leonid
Brezhnev admitted that the Community is a"factof
life." shortly thereafter, Romania applied directly to
the Community for inclusion in its system of gen-
eralized tariff preferences and was admitted on |anu-
ary I,I974.
At the Copenhagen Sumrnit, the Nine resolved to
promote detente and cooperation with the Soviet
Union. On August}7,1973, Secretary General of
coMECoN Nikolai Fadeyev held unofficial talks on
these subjects with Ivar Noergaard who was then
President of the Council of Ministers.
Despite Eastern Europe's reticence about treating
the Community as a unit, Bulgaria, Hungary, Poland,
and Romania have technical and agricultural agree-
ments with the EC.
The Community has no formal relations with
China, but every member state has a diplomatic mis-
sion to Peking. Chinese officials have voiced support
for the Community whose leaders, at the Copenhagen
Summit, said they would intensify their relations
with China.
Africa
Yaoundb Convention
Right from the beginning, the Comrnunity has given
close attention to relations with developing coun-
tries, especially those linked by tradition to its mern-
bers. After Britain joined the Community, 20 devel-
Laying rails f or thc TranscanTetoon Raihoad, partly financed by
the European Develoltment Fttnd. Both the Contmttnity and its
member states exterTd economic and technical aid to the
developing world.
oping Commonwealth countries were invited to
share the close relationship developed with other
rnembers'former colonies and dependencies, under a
new Yaound6 Convention (page 8) or other arrange-
ment. Negotiations for this new arrangelnent opened
in Brussels in September I973.
East Africa
The Community also has an association agreernent
with three East African countries: Kenya, lJganda,
and Tanzanra. The convention was signed in Arusha
on |uly 26, 1968, renewed on September 24, 1969, and
expires on |anuary 3L,1975. Unlike the Yaound6
Convention, the Arusha pact provides no aid, only
trade preferences. On its expiration, the East African
countries will be eligible to participate in arrange-
ments replacing the current Yaound6 Convention.
Mediterranean Countries
The Community has always considered its relations
with Mediterranean countries important. Trade pacts
have been made with individual countries, resulting
in a great variety of agreements with countries in the
area.
In September 1972, the Community began to con-
sider a global approach to the entire area. Proposals
under discussion would improve Mediterranean
countries'access to the Community market, provide
financial and technical aid to the least developed
countries, and institute cooperation on economic de-
velopment, migrants' living and working conditions,
and environmental protection, especially of the Medi-
terranean Sea.
Latin America
The 1970 Buenos Aires Declaration marked a turning
point in the Community's relations with Latin Amer-
ica. The Latin American countries asked the Com-
munity to strengthen commercial and financial ties
with them, make special arrangements on agricul-
tural trade, increase technical cooperation, and re-
duce ocean transport costs. Inl97l, the Community
and22 Latin American countries formed the Latin
American Coordination Committee, which meets
regularly.
The Central American Comrnon Market, the An-
dean group, and the Latin American Free Trade Area
have studied the Community as a model customs
union.
The Community has trade agreements with only
thiee Latin American nations: Argentina, (Jruguay,
andBrazil. However, Latin American countries bene-
fit from EC generalized preferences (page 8 ).
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DEVETOPMENT AID
The member states, through foreign aid programs,
and the Community, through the European Develop-
ment Fund (nor) and the European Investment Bank
(Ern), aid the $owth of the "Third World" by finan-
cial, technical, and food aid as well as tariff prefer-
ences (page 8).
World
Inl973,the governments of Belgium, Denmark,
France, Germany ,Italy, the Netherlands, and Britain
gave $a.1billion in foreign aid, compared with
$g.o lrittion provided by the United States. {These
statistics exclude Ireland's and Luxembourg's foreign
aid pro grams because neither country belongs to the
oEcr's Development Assistance Committee, the
source of these figures.)
The Nine have decided to increase their aid to the
Third World, develop common policies on raw mate-
rials, improve their generalized tariff preference sys-
tem, grant technical assistance to regional integra-
tion, and ease the developing countries' debt burdens.
Associated Countries
Yaoundd Associates
The Community created the Eor in 1958 to aid its
members' overseas territories' social and economic
development. The first Eor paid out $581 million.
After many of these territories had achieved inde-
pendence and the signature of the Yaound6 Conven-
tion, the second Epr was formed. It was endowed
with $800 million to spend over five years. The thircl
Eor has $1.2 billion to spend over the same period'
Nearly all sor aid to the Yaound6 associates is given
in the form of outright grants.
Between 1958 and 1972, the Community also made
available UA 142.3 million for loans to the Yaound6
countries through the European Investment Bank
(page 15).
Turkey and Greece
Aid to Turkey is in the form of loans from the Ers at
reduced rates of interest. Between 1958 and 1972,
Turkey received UA 175 million in rrs loans.
Similar aid to Greece was terminated after the mili-
tary coup tn L967. Up to the coup, Greece had re-
ceived U A 69.2, million in rrs loans.
Community aid helps associates fill basic economic
and social needs. It helps build roads, schools, and
hospitals. It is also used to diversify and improve in-
dustrial and farming efficiency so that the associates'
exports can compete on world markets.
FOOD AID
To alleviate hunger in famine or disaster stricken
countries, the Community has given food aid since
1968. After the Kennedy Round (page 6), the Six
agreed to supply 1,035,000 metric tons of grain ayear
as part of the 196T lnternational Food Aid Conven-
tion. In1973-74, the Nine will supply L,287,000 tons
of grain. Without any international commitment, the
Community also contributes powdered skim milk,
butteroil/ sugar, and powdered eggs.
This new bfidge ovef the Bospotns stfait, 11nkin8 Etlrope with A'ia, was paftly financad by a loan lrcm the Eulopean Invesnnent
Bank. Colj.rtrity Btitish lnlonnation Services, Iandon.
Political Union
The goal of political union was present from the
Community's earliest history. The ECSC Treaty spoke
of using an economic community "as the basis for a
broader and deeper community among peoples long
divided by bloody conflicts" and oI " a destiny hence-
forward shared." The rrc Treaty expressed the de-
termination of the Six "tolay the foundations of an
ever closer union among the peoples of Europe.,,
The six heads of state and government held their
first Summit rneeting in Paris on February l0-1I,1961,
to discuss French President Charles de Gaulle's pro-
posal for consultations on political, econornic, cul-
tural, and defense questions. An intergovernmental
committee was appointed to study and report on the
French proposals by the next Summit meeting, in
Bonn on May 19. The committee's chairman was
Christian Fouchet, the French delegate.
At a second Summit meeting in Bonn, on |uly 18,
the Fouchet Committee was asked to screen any new
proposals from other governments and to suggest the
means by which //statutory forrn can be given . . . to
the union of their peoples." On October 19, France
sent the committee a draft treaty for a "(Jnion of
States" whose members would cooperate on scientific
and cultural afrairs and develop cornmon foreign and
defense policies. After eight rnonths, in April 1962,
treaty-drafting negotiations broke off, mainly because
the Six could not agree on whether or not to invite
the United Kingdom (then exploring the possibilities
of Cornmunity membership) to participate in the
committee's work.
Europe wiII notbebuilt all at onca, or through a
sin gle comp r eh en siv e pI an. It w iL| b e built thr ough
conuete achievements, which will first create a de
facto solidarity. . . . These prcposals will build the
first solid foundations of the European f ederation
which is indispensable to the prcservation of peace.
French Foreign Minister Robert Schurnan, Declara-
tion, Paris, May 9,1950
until May 29-30,1967 
, in Rome. This meeting re-
newed the political dialogue. The heads of state and
government also decided to: have their foreign min-
isters consider the membership application the
United Kingdom had made in May 1967 j to merge
the Community's executive institutions on |uly l,
1967 , and to resume discusison of an Italian proposal
to open a European (Jniversity in Florence.
Political unification was mentioned for the ftrst
tinre since l96L in the communiqu6 issued after the
December l-2,1969, Summit meeting in The Hague.
The six foreign ministers were instructed to report
Resolved to substitute for historic rivahies a fusion
of their essential interests; to establish,by creating an
economic community, the f oundations of abroader
nnd deeper community amongpeoples long divided
by bloody conflicts; and to lay thebases of institu-
tions capable of guidingtheir future common des-
tiny . . . ECSC Treaty, Paris, April 18, l95l
on "the best way of achieving progress in . . . political
unification within the context of enlargement" to
include Britain. This broad mandate began the Com-
munity's third lnove toward political unity.
On fuly 20, L970, the foreign ministers, meeting in
Luxernbourg, adopted the report which had been
drafted by the political directors of the six ministries
of foreign affairs under the chairmanship of Etienne
Davignon of Belgium. Since the "Luxembourg Re-
port," political cooperation has been pursued prag-
rnatically, without any attempt to formahze itby a
treaty. The report said that foreign policy concerta-
tion should enhance the Cornmunity's development
and make Europeans aware of their collective respon-
sibilities. It outlined a consultation procedure:
o Foreign ministers meet at least twice ayeart but a
Surnmit conference can replace a meeting.
o The Political Committee, consisting of the foreign
A period of political stagnation followed this un-
successful attempt to institutionalize political co-
operation by treaty. After 1962, the thrice-yearly po-
litical consultations between foreign ministers,
agreed upon in November 1959, were discontinued.
The rift between the Six widened further after ex-
poratory talks with the United Kingdom about rc
membership broke off in |anuary 1963.
The Six did not hold another Summit meeting
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Deterntined to establish the f oundations of an ever
cToser union arnongthe Europeans peoples . . . Re-
solved to strengthen the saf eguards of peace and
fueedomby combiningtheir resources in a singleunit,
and callingupon the other peoples of Europewho
share their ideal to ioin in their effort, have decided
to create a European Economic Community.
nrc Treaty, Rome, March 25, 1957
ministries' political directors/ prepares for meetings
of the foreign ministers. This committee, solnetimes
called the "Davignon Committee" af.ter its first chair-
man, meets at least four times a year.
o Consultations cover "all major questions of inter-
national politics" and "all important matters in the
area of foreign policy."
The foreign ministers first met twice ayear after
November l97O and now meet four times ayear. (The
Davignon Committee holds more than the prescribed
number of meetings.)
Entry upon the final stage of the Common Market
not only means confirming the irrevercible natwe of
the work accomplishedby the Communities,but also
rneans paving the way f or a united Europe capable of
assuming its responsibilities in the woild of tomorrow
and of making a contribution commensurate with its
traditions andits mission. Summit Communiqu6,
The Hague, December I-2,1969
The best known result of political concertation to
date was the foreign ministers' November 6,1973,
resolution on the Middle East. The resolution sup-
ported the right of every state in the area to live in
peace within secure and recognized boundaries and
said that Israel should return to its pre-I967 borders.
It was the first time the Nine had publicly taken a
common position on a major world issue.
The foreign ministers have also taken joint stands
on: the Conference on European Security and Co-
operation, where the Commission participates in any
discussion involving the Community treati€s; or
relations with the United States, and on issues de-
bated in the United Nations.
At the October 19-20 Summit meeting in Paris,
Community leaders said that Europe should make its
voice heard in world affairs and contribute to world-
wide stability during the current negotiations on
The heads of state or government, having set them-
selves the maior obiective of transf orming,before
the end of the ptesent decade andwith the fullest
respect f or the treaties already signed, the whole
complex of the rclations of member states into a
Europeantrnion, rcquestthe institutions of the Com-
rnunity to draw up a repoft on the subiectbeforc the
end of 1975 for submission to a Summit conf erence.
Summit Communiqu6, Paris, October l9-2O,l97Z
The movement toward political unification was revived at this
Strmmit meetingin December 1969 at the Knights' HaL|,
The Hague.
trade, defense, monetary afrairs, and European secu-
rity. They also asked their foreign ministers to report
on ways of improving political cooperation.
This report, approved by the foreign rninisters in
luly 1973, said that the flexible, pragmatic approach
had been effective. Member states had introduced an
original European technique into international re-
lations.
To define their relations with other countries and
their responsibilities in world affairs, Community
leaders released a statement on "European identity"
at their December 14-15, 1973, Summit in Copen-
hagen. In it, member states resolved to develop the
political cooperation system further so that they could
"tackle with confidence and realism further stages in
the construction of a united Europe, thus making
easier the proposed transformation of the whole com-
plex of their relations into a European union."
The Europe of the Nine is awarc that as itunites, it
takes on new international obligations. European
unification is not directed against anyone, nor is it in-
spiredby a desire for power. On the contrary, the
Nine are convinced that their union willbenefit the
whole internationaT community since itwill consti-
tute an element of equilibrium and abasis for co-
operutionwith all countries, whatever their size, cu7-
trire, or social system. The Nine intend to play an
active role in world aff airs and thus to contribute, in
accordancewith the purposes andprinciples of the
United Nations Chafter, to insuringthat interna-
tional relations have a more iustbasis, that prosperity
is more ecluitably shared, andthat the security of
each country is more eff ectively guaranteed. In pur-
suit of these obiectives, the Nine should progressively
define common positions in the sphere of forcign
policy.
Summit Communiqu6, Paris, December 14-15, 1973
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Calendar of Events
in European Uni ftcation
1946
September 19. Winston S. Churchill , irrZurich, Switzcrland,
urges Franco-German reconciliation within "^ kind of
United States of Europe."
1947
fune 5. US Secretary of State George C. Marshall ofiers
economic aid for a collective European recovery program.
1948
April 18. Trcaty is signed in Paris creating the Organiza-
tion for European Economic Cooperation (orrc) for thejoint administration of Marshall Plan aid.
1949
May 5. Council of Europe Statute signcd.
1950
May 9. French Foreign Minister Robert Schuman makcs
proposal to place Europe's coal ancl steel cconomies under
a common European authority.
1951
April 18. Treaty creating the Europcan Coal and Steel Com-
munity (rcsc) signed in Paris.
1952
August 10. rcsc executive body, the High Authority, begins
functioning in Luxembourg with |ean Monnet as its first
President.
1953
February 10. Opening of ECSC common market for coal, iron
ore, and scrap.
May l. Opening of rcsc common market for steel.
r955
)une 1-2. Messina Conference: Foreign ministers of the//Six" decide on further economic integration as thc basis
for future political unity.
1956
Ivlay 29. Venice Conference: Foreign ministers of the Six
give go ahead for treaty-drafting conference.
1957
March 25. Rome Treaties creating the European Economic
The "schuntan Declaration" of
Europettn Contntunity, for coal
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May 9, L950,
and steel.
Community and the European Atomic Energy Community
signed.
r958
fanuary 1. Rome Treaties go into force. Walter Hallstein
becomes Erc Commission's first President; Etienne Hirsch
l'recomes Euratom Commission's first President.
1959
fanuary 1. First EEC tariff reductions and quota enlarge-
ments.
r960
May 3. Convcntion creating the European Free Trade Asso-
ciation in force.
1961
[uly 9. Association agreement with Greece signed in Athens.
August 1. Ireland applies for Community membership.
August 10. Britain and Denmark request negotiations aimed
at Community membership.
November 8. Negotiations on United Kingdom's possible
membership open.
December 15. Three neutrals 
- 
Austria, Sweden, and Swit-
zerland 
- 
apply for association with the Community.
1962
fanuary 14. Community fixes basic features of common
agricultural policy and enacts regulations for grains, pork,
cggs and poultry, and fruit and vegetables.
April 30. Norway requests negotiations for Community
rnembership.
fuly 30. First common agricultural policy regulations go into
effect.
1963
fanuary 14. French President Charles de Gaulle declares that
Britain is not ready for Community membership, thus exer-
cising a de f acto veto.
|anuary 22. Franco-German Treaty of Cooperation signed in
Paris.
fanuary 29. Negotiations between the Community and
Britain break off.
September 12. Association agreement with Turkey signed in
Ankara.
December 23. Common farm policy regulations agreed upon
for rice, beef, and dairy products to take effect November 1,
1964.
1964
May 4. Kennedy Round of negotiations within the General
Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (cerr) opens in Geneva.
fune l. First Yaound6 Convention in force associating 17
African states and Madagascar with the Community.
September 23. rrc Commission bans the Grundig-Consten
exclusive sales agreement for violating competition rules.
November 30. Association with Turkey in effect.
December 15. Common grain prices adopted.
1965
March 31. Common Market Commission proposes that, as
from fuly 1, 1967, all Community countries' import duties
and levies be paid into Community budget and that powers
of European Parliament be increased.
April 8. Six sign treaty merging Community executive in-
stitutions.
Iatrnched the first
fuly 1. Council fails to reach agreement by deadline fixed
on financing common farm policy; French boycott of Com-
munity's Council of Ministers begins seven-month crisis.
1966
fanuary 29. Foreign ministers agree to resume full Com-
munity activity.
May 11. Council agrees that on ]uly I ,1968, all tariffs on
trade between Member States shall be removed and that the
common external tariff shall come into effect, thus com-
pleting the Community's customs union. It agrees also to
complete common farm policy by same date.
laly 24. Common prices for beef, milk, sugar, rice, oilseeds,
and olive oil agreed by Council, enabling free trade in agri-
cultural products by |uly 1, 1968.
1967
February 8-9. Council of Ministers accepts first five-year
economic program and agrees to introduce a value-added
turnover tax system in all six member countries.
May l0-11. Britain, Ireland, and Denmark formally apply for
EC membership.
May 15. Kennedy Round ends in agreement to cut indus-
trial tariffs by an average of 35-40 per cent.
fuly l. Merger of Community's executive institutions.
Achievement of free trade for grains, oilseeds, and products
such as pork, eggs, and poultry whose production costs de-
pend on grain prices.
fuly 28. Single market introduced for dairy and beef.
November 27 . De Gaulle, in a news conference, obiects to
nc membership for United Kingdom.
December 19. Council reaches deadlock on UK and other
membership applications.
r968
fuly 1. Customs union completed 18 months early. Remain-
ing industrial tariffs between the Six abolished. Common
external tarifi operates around Common Market. Commun-
ity makes first Kennedy Round tariff cuts.
|uly l8-19. Six adopt basic common transport policy regu-
lations.
fuly 20. Community applies Article 108 (mutual aid) of the
Rome Treaty for the first time. Community authorizes
France to impose some quotas to overcome balance-of-pay-
ments difficulties.
luly 26. Signing of association agreement with Kenya,
LJganda, andTanzania in Arusha, Tanzania.
luly 29. Six decide to renove last remaining restrictions on
free movement of workers and the last national discrimina-
tions between member states'workers in employmenr/ pay,
and other conditions.
December 9. Six adopt common foreign trade policy for
rnost imports.
December 10. Announcement of "Agriculture 1980," a 10-
year plan for modernizing farming.
Six agree on technological cooperation with other interested
European states.
December 18. Commission submits guidelines for common
energy policy.
1969
February 12. Commission urges Six to coordinate economic
and monetary policies more closely and advocates creation
of a joint mutual aid system to help membcr countries in
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balance-of -payments difficulties.
March 25. Six adopt program to align legislation on tech-
nical standards for industrial goods and food.
April25. Commission draft 1970-74 Euratom program urges
Six to let Euratom extend its activities to non-nuclear
scientific research.
May 31. Yaoundd Convention expires.
|uly 16. Commission proposal for financing Community ac-
tivities from own resources by 1974 and for incrcasing the
European Parliament's budgetary powers.
luJy 17. Six agree to principle of short-terln mutual mone-
tary aid system and decide to hold prior consultations on
proposed major short-term economic policy mcasures.
luly 29. Second Yaoundi Convention signed.
September 1. Community agreements with Morocco and
Tunisia in effect.
September 24. Kenya, (Jganda, and Tanzania renew associa-
tion agreement with Epc.
September 29. Germany "floats" the D-mark.
October 15. Commission proposals to harmonize national
regional policies and to create an interest rebate fund for,
and permanent committee on/ regional development.
December l-2. The Hague Summit meeting: agreement to
complete, enlarge, and strengthen the Community.
December 6. Six agree to reorganize Euratom.
Decembet 19-22. Marathon Council session agrees on per-
manent arrangements for fi.nancing common farm policy,
providing the Community with its own resources from I978,
and strengthening the European Parliament's budgetary
powers.
December 31. Community's l}-year transition period ends.
r970
fanuaty 1. Common foreign trade policy comes into opera-
tion.
fanuaty 26. Six agree on steps to define medium-term eco-
nomic policies jointly and to create short-term mutual-aid
system.
Febtuary 9. Community central banks activate $2 billion
short-term mutual monetary aid system.
March 4. Commission submits three stage plan for full
monetary and economic union by 1980.
March 19. Trade agreement signed with Yugoslavia.
March 21. Commission outlines steps needed for common
industrial policy.
May 1. Association with Yugoslavia in effect.
fune 9. Six set 1980 as target-date for monetary and eco-
nomic union.
lane 24. Commission calls for European company statute.
|une 30. Membership negotiations open in Luxembourg
between the Six and Britain, Denmark, Ireland, and Norway.
fuly l. Commission reduced from 14 to nine members;
Franco-Maria Malfatti succeeds |ean Ray as President.
luly 27. Six agree to increase European Social Fund's powers
to retrain and resettle workers.
|uly 31. Six agree on twice yearly ministerial meetings on
political cooperation.
October l. Trade agreements with Israel and Spain come
into force.
November 19. Foreign ministers of the Six meet for the first
time, in Munich, Germany, to concert their views on for-
eign policy.
luly 22. community sig's frec trade agreemcrlts witr-r Aus-tria, Iceland, Portugal, Swedcn, ancl Siitzerland.
september 26. Norwegian cntry to community is rcf cctccrby referendum.
october 2. Danish clectorate approves community rncm-bership by referendum.
october 19'20. community leaders at a Summit rneetingin Paris decidc on a timetablc for the Community,s work.December 18. Tradc agreemcnts with Egypt an.r Lebano'
signed.
December 18. Association with Lcbanon in cffect.December 19. Association agrccmcnt with cyprus sig'ecl.
r973
fanuary l. Britain, Ireland, and Dcnmark join thc Com_
munity.
lanuary 6. Thirtccn-mcmbcr co'r'rissio', hcadccl by Fran-qois-Xavier Ortoli, takes office.
February 1. conventio' making civir ancl comrncrciarjudgements enforceablc througLut thc original six cor'-
munity members comes into forcc_
February 6. Council adopts long-tcrm Euratom program.
February 21. court upholds continental ca',s^ ap'p.al
against commission ruling that it abused its ,,do^minantposition" in Common Markct, but supports Commission,s
contention that rrc Treaty cmpowcrs it to control mergers
and monopolies.
March 12. Commylity currcncies (cxccpt thosc of Britain,
I1e,l,and, and Italy) float jointly wiihin isnake,, 
"grirrr,dollar.
{p.i! 2. Trade agrcement signed with Uruguay.
fntit 6. European Monet"ry Coop.ration Funcl sct up inBrusscls.
Prime Minister Edward Heath signs the treaty by which Britain May 1. Community opens officc to help small finns c0oper-
ate.
May 14. Cornmunity signs free tracie agreemcnt
way.
r97r
fanuary 1. Second yaoundd and Arusha
into force. Community,s ,,own revenue,,
operation.
February l. Common fisheries policy takes cffect.
February 9. six launch three-stage rb-year plan for full eco-
nomic and monetary union.
March 24. six take first steps to carry out Mansholt pla'to modernize farming.
April l. Association with Malta in cffect.
fuly 1. EC introduces generalizccl tariff prefercnccs for 9ldeveloping countries.
August 15. United States,irnposes terxp orary l0 per cent
surcharge on imports and suspends .otru.rtrbiriiy of dollarsinto gold.
october 28. House of commons accepts principre of cntryinto Community by 856 votes to 244.
became a member of the Europian community. He is flankedby his Minister for European Affairs Geof-t'rey Rippon (right)
and Foreign Secretary AIec Douglas-Honte.
r972
fanuary 22.,,Ten,, sign Accession Treatv.
March 20. Leonid Brezhnev, First secretary of soviet com-
munist Party, ',recognizes existence,, and development ofCommunity.
March 21. Six relaunch economic and monetary union.March 22. sicco L. Mansholt becomes commission presi-
dent.
April 17. council issues directives on farm modernization
measures.
April 19. Si1 sign agreement for European lJniversity In-
stitute in Florence, Italy.
April23. French electorate, voting in a referendum, approvesCommunity,s enlargement.
May l0' In referendum, large majority of Irish electorare
votes for commu'ity membership. Association agreement
signed with Mauritius.
May 31. Commissionproposals for a common policy for
scientific research_and technological developm"rrt.'
fune 23. Britain ,,floats,, the pound. UK, Ireiand, and Den_
mark temporarily withdraw i.om EEC agreement to main-
tain narrow margins of currency fluctuation.
luly 14. court upholds commission's fincs of l0 chemical
firms for fixing price of aniline dyestuffs.
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May 23, Association with Cyprus in cffect.
fuly 3. European conference b' security ancl cooperation
opens in Helsinki.
luly l9-2o. At first council session on environmentar ques-
tions N-ine agrce on guiding principles.
september 1. Trade 
"gr."mint *ith yugoslavia in effect.September 12. cerr world trade talks of,en in fokyo.
october 5. Twenty-one countries endorse Europ.rrr-p",.rr,
Convention.
october 17. Community opens negotiations with associated
and "associable,, developing couniries.
october 22'2G. commisiion holds first public hearings on
mutual-recognition of diplomas for medicar profession.
November l. Association with Egypt in forcJ.
Novembet 6. community foreign ministers issue joint dec-laration on the Middle East.
December l4-15. Community Summit in Copenhagen
adopts statement on Europe,s identity
December 17. Trade agreement signed with India.
December 19. Trade agreement signed with Brazil.
r974
February 1l'13. The community attends the first washing-
ton Energy Conference. France refuses to endorse the
confcrencc conclusions.
Conventions come
system comes into
with Nor-
Glossary
cAP. Abbreviation for the Ec's common agricultural
policy, which is designed to rationalize agricultural
production and establish a Community-wide system
of supports and import controls. It now covers over
95 pel cent of the Community's agricultural produc-
tion.
COMECON. Council for Mutual Economic Assist-
ance. Members are the soviet lJnion, czechoslovakia,
Poland, East Germany, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria,
and Outer Mongolia.
COMMUNITY OF SIX. European Communities' See
EC below.
COMMUNITY OF NINE. The six founding members
and the three new members, the United Kingdom,
Ireland, and Denmark. See EC, below.
COMMON MARKET. Popular name for the Euro-
pean Economic Community. See EC below.
CUSTOMS UNION. Group of countries that elimi-
lates tariffs on trade between its members and adopts
a common tariff on imports from the rest of the
world.
DAC. Development Assistance Committee of the
Organization for Economic Cooperation and Devel-
opment.
EAGGF. European Agricultural Guidance and Guar-
antee Fund (page 9).
ECSC. European Coal and Steel Comrnunity. See EC
below.
EEC. European Economic Community. See EC below'
EC. European Community or European Communi-
ties. The collective name for the European Coal and
Steel Community, the European Economic Commu-
nity, and the European Atomic Energy Community.
Founding members were Belgium, France, ItaIy, Ger-
rnany, the Netherlands, and Luxembourg. The
United Kingdom, Ireland, and Denmark f oined on
]anuary L,1973.
EDF. European Development Fund (page}al.
EFTA. European Free Trade Association. Members
are Norway, Sweden, Switzerland, Austria, Portugal,
and Iceland. Denmark and the United Kingdom
withdrew after deciding to ioin the Community.
EIB. European Investment Bank (pages 15,24l''
FREE TRADE AREA. Group of countries that elimi-
nates tariffs on trade between its members but which
does not adopt a common tariff on imports from the
rest of the world.
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GATT. General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade' An
international accord signed in 1948 to foster growth
of world trade. Provides a forum for multilateral
tariff legotiations and, through semiannual rneet-
ings, 
" 
-."nr for settling trade disputes and for dis-
cuising international trade problems. Has more than
80 members.
GNP. Gross national product, usually defined as the
sum total of goods and services produced in an econ-
omy and net foreign investments. This tertn is not to
be confused with gross domestic product which is
the sum total of final goods and services, excluding
intermediary production, produced within national
borders, plus imPort taxes.
IMF. International Monetary Fund.
KENNEDY ROUND. Trade negotiations which took
place in the cArr from L964 to 1967. The impetus
ior the negotiations and US participation were made
possible by the passage of the 1962 Trade Expansion
Act. Resulted in lowering duties by some 35-40 per
cent in industrial products, and somewhat less in agri-
culture, through agreements covering some $40 bil-
lion in world trade.
MFN. Most-favored-nation. The policy of non-dis-
crimination in international trade which provides to
all nations the same customs and tariff treatment as
given the so-called "most-favored-nation."
NTB'S. Nontarifi barriers. Provisions such as quotas,
import regulations, buying policies, and freight rate
differentials which restrict the flow of goods by
lneans other than tariffs.
OECD. Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development.
UA. tlnit of account. One unit of account equals
one 1970 US dollar, 1.0857 1972 dollars, or l'20535
Ig73 dollars. Units of account are the Community's
basic accounting unit. They are defined in terms of
the gold weightb I a L97o dollar. The Community did
nor;hange its definition after the US devaluations.
UNCTAD. United Nations Conference on Trade and
Development.
VAT. Value added tax. An indirect tax which has
the effec t of. a retail sales tax. Tax is collected on the
value added to a product at each stage that the prod-
uct passes before reaching the consumer.
YAOUNDE CONVENTION. Convention joining the
Community to Madagascar and 18 African States
which are former colonies of Community member
states.
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